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Carrying out a comprehensive market research or marketing research, as it is often called, is the
first step towards identifying the opportunities and challenges in the marketplace you wish to
venture in. If you plan to launch a new product or service in market, it is imperative that you carry
out a comprehensive market research beforehand to have a fair idea of the impending success or
failure of the product / service. Based on the findings of the marketing research reports, businesses
can know about the type of products or services that will be profitable and successful to introduce in
a particular marketplace and, therefore, modify the products/ services they plan to offer, formulate
and execute promotional campaigns, and strategize in order to capture a larger market share in
their respective domain.

While market research is critical for businesses planning to introduce a new product or service, it is
also helpful with respect to existing products or services as well to benchmark against what your
competitors are offering. With the help of a good market research report at hand for quick reference,
businesses can know whether their product or service could satisfy their customersâ€™ needs or not
and what can be done to enhance customer satisfaction and boost sales and profits in turn. The
marketing research reports enable the businesses to identify the key aspects (including product,
packaging, delivery, value proposition etc.) that need improvement. The reports are also helpful for
the company in measuring the success of its existing marketing plan and formulating a viable
marketing plan, if required.

Market Research Companies- Facilitating Market Research for You

Setting up a separate market research department and hiring the competent staff to carry out
market research and prepare marketing research reports could be a challenging and costly
proposition for any organization. Furthermore, since it consumes a lot time and effort, you may not
be able to pay attention to your core business and may suffer losses in turn. Giving out the task of
conducting marketing research for you to market research specialist firms is the latest trend among
global businesses due to many reasons including, but certainly not limited to, the following:

Time Saving-  The time that would otherwise be spent in carrying out market research can be saved
and better invested in improvement of your core competencies

Cost-effective- It is a cost effective option when compared to hiring competitive staff, setting up the
resources, training the staff and preparing the reports

Competency and accuracy- The market research experts employed with a professional market
research company are certainly more competent and are therefore able to produce reports that are
highly reliable and carry data/information/analysis that can be used for critical decision making

Find a List of Market Research Companies Online

Businesses in need of reliable and comprehensive marketing research reports can contact the
market research firms, such a www.dSearchison.com- one of the most sought after names in the list
of market research companies worldwide. Using advanced data mining technologies, dSearchison
has successfully been able to break the myth that market intelligence needs a bulky investment and
has a time consuming process. They deliver periodic updated marketing intelligence reports on a
press of button at an affordable price to make it affordable not only to established corporates
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however also for small, medium size companies as well as startups.
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